
Excellent  quality  5mm  clear
large silver mirror for sale

What  is  5mm  clear  large  silver
mirror?

5mm clear large silver mirror is formed by depositing silver
material on the 5mm clear large sheets of glass by CVD method,
later the silver layer is protected by copper compound or non-
copper  eco-friendly  layers  to  prevent  the  silver  layer
oxidized by the air.

The principle of the mirror deposition could be referred to
this  link:
https://chem.rutgers.edu/cldf-demos/1032-cldf-demo-silver-mirr
or

https://szdragonglass.com/5mm-clear-large-silver-mirror-for-sale/
https://szdragonglass.com/5mm-clear-large-silver-mirror-for-sale/
https://chem.rutgers.edu/cldf-demos/1032-cldf-demo-silver-mirror
https://chem.rutgers.edu/cldf-demos/1032-cldf-demo-silver-mirror


The large silver mirror can be cut to customized sizes by
clients’ factories and edge worked before application to the
walls, shower room, decorations, etc.





Features

Our 5mm clear large silver mirror has features:

Super high reflection rate, R>90%. With lighter surfaces
and reflection, people can see more clearly and truly
through the mirror;
Super flat surface with no deformation: unlike other
mirrors with shape distortion, our silver mirror has a
super flat surface and can reflect the true shape of
human figures.
Super good anti-corrosion ability: 3 times higher than
an aluminum mirror.
Longer lifespan;
With  further  processes  such  as  acid  etching  or
sandblasting,  you  can  also  achieve  antique  silver
mirrors or decoration mirrors, etc;
With multiple tinted glass options, we can also provide
you with grey silver mirrors, bronze silver mirrors,
etc.



Quality

Our large silver mirror quality can meet:

AS;
ASTM;
CE;
ISO9001; etc

Applications
The 5mm large silver mirror could be processed and applied in
multiple places like shower rooms, gym wallings, decoration
partitions, vanity mirrors, etc





SDG brand silver mirror properties:

Production name: silver mirror glass

Thickness: 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, etc;

Sizes:

large sheets for size 2140×3300, 2140×3660,
2440×3300, 2440×3660, 2140×1650, 2140×1830,
2440×1650, 2440×1830, 1220×1650, 1220×1830,

etc;

Production time: within 7 days after the order is confirmed;

Mirror colors:
clear, ultra clear, grey silver mirrors,

bronze silver mirrors, etc.

Samples: free samples are available;

Package:
Plywood crates packed with paper separate,

water clean

Production details:



Packing details:





Welcome  to  Shenzhen  Dragon  Glass,  a  leading  mirror  glass
supplier in China. We are proud to offer superlative quality
mirrors with the fastest production time and the best price.
If you are interested in knowing the latest mirror price,
please feel free to contact us for a complimentary quotation.
We look forward to hearing from you soon!

https://www.facebook.com/szdragonglass
https://szdragonglass.com/

